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SPEECH BY THE PREMIER. MR DUNSTAN, OPENING ASIAN SEMINAR. 5.3.74 
• ' / - ' ADELAIDE UNIVERSITY. 
Mr Crocker, Mr.Prime Minister, Mr "Vice Chancellor, Distinguished 
"Visitors, ladies and Gentlemen; 
Thank you very much for asking me here today. 
May I extend an especial welcome to the Asian graduates who have 
returned for the celebrations and who have made this seminar 
possible. 
Since the centenary celebrations began there have been sundry 
speeches and progresses involving much pomp and unusual raiment. 
This seminar is a more informal occasion but on%e which promises 
to be most, stimulating. 
It has attracted participants of great distinction; its theme is 
both topical and important and we can look for significant 
conclusions from it. 
I don't see it as my function today to lecture experts in their 
specialities. 
Instead, I'd like to make a few general remarks and point to 
certain areas of concern to us both. 
It's only in recent years that Asian studies in Australia have 
ceased to be regarded as an exotic eccentricity and become 
appreciated as a vital national interest. 
The transformation has been dramatic. But it is still not 
comprehensive. Indeed, this seminar will have been a success if 
it does no more than promote greater awareness of Australian-Asian 
inter-dependence among ordinary Australians. 
In the past, the image Australia presented in its dealings with 
Asia was that it approached the countries and cultures of the region 
with reluctance and dealt with them from a standpoint of patronising 
wariness. There was an ugly Australian ae well as an ugly American. 
The change was slow in coming and was the product of a number of 
factors. The impact of Colombo Plan students on Australian 
society; the dramatic upsurge in trade, particularly with Japan; 
the changing political scene with the emergence of China, and 
America's re-appraisal of its Asian role; greater travel by 
Australians in Asia; these are some of the more obvious causes of 
the change in our attitudes. 
I believe the process is an irreversible one. 
The countries of Asia - however that vague label is defined in 
terms of national borders - will become more important to us, 
not less. 
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If we are to deal with the region sensibly, in a way which "benefits 
both parties, and avoid the hideous mistakes of the past (such as 
Viet-Nam and the white Australia;policy) ,;we must do so on the basis 
of sympathy and knowledge. 
Happily, many of our schools and most of our universities now offer 
special courses on Asian history, languages and so on and there is 
a number of special institutions. We need more of them if we are 
to be really sincere about what is publicly professed. If not 
an army, then we require at least a corps of Asian specialists if 
the decisions that must be made in the political, economic and 
educational arenas are to be the right ones. 
And not only specialists. Australians generally have to be more 
aware of the cultures, needs and aspirations of our Asian neighbours 
What I have said so far will be obvious to this audience. 
Equally obvious - but a point which still needs to be made - is 
that we need a little more humility in our approach. 
We are not doing Asia a favour by our involvement. It's in our 
interests. We are co-equals who have to live in harmony with 
each other. This requires that we understand Asian cultures and 
that we are sensitive to Asian problems. 
It's a two-way process. 
Asian leaders must also' understand our special situation. 
But at present it seems to me that the greatest need is for 
increased Asian consciousness here - rather than vice versa. 
You, Mr Prime Minister, recently spoke of Australia as a'middle 
ranking power. It was, typically, an accurate and apposite 
definition. This new status - and our appreciation of it is 
certainly new - imposes its own responsibilities, particularly 
towards our Asian neighbours. 
This seminar can be important in helping us to meet them and gives 
it added significance. I have very much pleasure in officially 
declaring it open. 
Thank you. 
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Mr Crocker, Mr Prime Minister, Mr Vice Chancellor, Distinguished 
Visitors, Ladies and Gentlemen; 
Thank you very much for asking me here today. 
May I extend an especial welcome to the Asian graduates who have 
returned for the celebrations and who have made this seminar 
possible. 
Since the centenary celebrations began there have been sundry 
speeches and progresses involving much pomp and unusual raiment. 
This seminar is a more informal occasion but on%e which promises 
to be most stimulating. 
It has attracted participants of great distinction; its theme is 
both topical and important and we can look for significant 
conclusions from it. 
I don't see it as my function, today to lecture experts in their 
specialities. 
Instead, I'd like to make a few general remarks and point to 
certain areas of concern to us both. 
It's only in recent years that Asian studies in Australia have 
ceased to be regarded as an exotic eccentricity and become 
appreciated as a vital national interest. 
The transformation has been dramatic. But it is still not 
comprehensive. Indeed, this seminar will have been a success if 
it does no more than promote greater awareness of Australian-Asian 
inter-dependence among ordinary Australians. 
In the. past, the image Australia presented in its dealings with 
Asia was that it approached the countries and cultures of the region 
with reluctance and dealt with them from a standpoint of patronising 
wariness. There was an ugly Australian as well as an ugly American. 
The change was slow in coming and was the product of a number of 
factors. The impact of Colombo Plan students on Australian 
society; the dramatic upsurge in trade, particularly with Japan; 
the changing political scene with the emergence of China, and 
America's re-appraisal of its Asian role; greater travel by 
Australians in Asia; these are some of the more obvious causes of 
the change in our attitudes. 
I believe the process is an irreversible one. 
The countries of Asia - however that vagtie label is defined in 
terms of national borders - will become more important to us, 
not less. 
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If we-are-to deal with the"region sensibly, in a way which benefits 
both parties, and avoid the hideous mistakes of the past (such as 
Viet-Nam and the white Australia'policy) we'must do so on the basis 
of sympathy and knowledge. „ 
Happily, many of our schools and most of our universities now offer 
special courses on Asian history, languages and so on and there is 
a number of special institutions. We need more of them if we are 
to be really sincere about what is publicly professed. If hot 
an army, then we require at least a corps of Asian specialists if 
the decisions that must be made in the political,:economic and 
educational arenas are to be the right ones. 
And not only specialists. Australians generally have to be more 
aware of the cultures, needs and aspirations of our Asian neighbours. 
What I have said so far will be obvious to this audience. ^P 
Equally obvious - but a point which still needs to be made - is 
that we need a little more humility' in our approach'. 
We are not doing Asia a favour by our involvement. It's in our 
interests. We are co-equals who have to live in harmony with 
each other. This requires that we understand Asian cultures and 
that we are sensitive to Asian problems. 
It's a two-way process. 
Asian leaders must also understand our special situation. 
But at present it seems to me that the greatest need is for'•''' 
increased Asian consciousness here rather than vice versa. 
You, Mr Prime Minister, recently spoke of Australia as a middle 
ranking power. It was, typically, an accurate' and apposite 
definition. This new status - and our appreciation of. it is 
certainly new - imposes its own responsibilities, particularly 
towards our Asian neighbours. 
This seminar can be important in helping us to meet them and gives 
it added significance. I have very much pleasure in officially 
declaring it open. 
Thank you. 
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